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Correspondence

FF 1  Agnes Spring – Colo. Hist. Museum to Janet Lecompte  1956
FF 2  Janet Lecompte re: Publication of manuscript  1957
FF 3  Janet Lecompte re: Publication of manuscript  1958

Financial Records

FF 4  Inventory (copy) “Goods introduced from the United States by Charles A. 1845
FF 5  Bills - Charles Autobees  1897

Printed Material

FF 6  Newspaper clipping Pueblo Star Journal “Charles Autobees’ Colony Among Ghost Places of Huerfano Valley” April 29, 1951
FF 7  Clipping Denver Post(?) “Short stories at their best” (1958?)
FF 8  Clipping, untitled n.d.

Type script – Janet Lecompte “Charles Autobees”

FF 9  Misc. fragments  1957
FF 10  Chapter 1 (rev.)  1957
FF 11  Chapter 1  n.d.
FF 12  Chapter 3  n.d.
FF 13  Chapter 4  n.d.
FF 14  Chapter 4 (rev.)  n.d.
FF 15  Chapter 5  1958
FF 16  Chapter 5 (fragment)  1958
FF 17  Chapter 7  1958
FF 18  Chapter 8  1958
FF 19  Chapter 9  1958
FF 20  Chapter 9 (rev.)  n.d.
FF 21  Chapter 10 footnotes n.d.
FF 22  Copy “Charles Autobees” by Janet Lecompte, Colorado History 1958-1959